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Introduction 

This document sets out the service definitions applicable for Google's services available on the Digital 
Marketplace under Lot 1 and Lot 2. 
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Google Compute Engine (GCE) 

Service Overview 

Google Compute Engine delivers virtual machines running in Google's innovative data centers and 
worldwide fiber network. VMs boot quickly and deliver consistent performance. Our VMs are available in 
predefined sizes or as Custom Machine Types optimized for your workload. Flexible pricing and 
automatic sustained use discounts provide leading price/performance. 

Features 

1. High-performance, scalable VMs 
2. Fast VM boot times 
3. Custom machine types 
4. High-performance persistent and local disk options 
5. Live migration of VMs 
6. Preemptable machines 
7. Flexible pricing 
8. Sustained use discounts 
9. Per-second billing 
10. Transparent maintenance 

Benefits 

1. Live migration maximizes virtual machine uptime 
2. Preemptible machines offer predictable low-cost compute for batch processing 
3. Create custom machines with exact resources required by your workload 
4. Fast VM boot to launch, scale and recover VMs quickly 
5. Friendly pay-for-what-you-use pricing 
6. Scale automatically in response to increased demand 
7. Highly efficient carbon-neutral data centres to reduce your carbon footprint 
8. Discounted prices for long-running workloads, no sign-up fees/up-front commitment 

Data Backup, Restoration and Disaster Recovery 

You can create custom images of boot disks and use these images to create new instances. This is ideal 
for situations where you have created and modified a persistent boot disk to a certain state and need to 
save that state to create new instances. 

 

Alternatively, you can import boot disk images to Compute Engine from your existing systems and add 
them to your custom images list. 
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Use snapshots to backup data from your persistent disks. Snapshots are useful for periodic backup of 
the data on your persistent disks. You can create snapshots from persistent disks even while they are 
attached to running instances. 

Snapshots are incremental and automatically compressed, so you can create regular snapshots on a 
persistent disk faster and at a much lower cost than if you regularly created a full image of the disk. 

Compute Engine stores multiple copies of each snapshot redundantly across multiple locations with 
automatic checksums to ensure the integrity of your data. 

Pricing Overview 

Please refer to the pricing document associated with this service 

Service Constraints 

Please refer to https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/ for more information on service constraints. 

Supplier (Google) is unable accept payment for G-Cloud Services by the Government Procurement Card 
(GPC). 

Technical Requirements 

Please refer to https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/ for more information on technical requirements 
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General Service Definitions 

Other General Service Specific Terms 

Service Specific Terms 

Service Locations 

Google Cloud Platform services are available in locations across North America, South America, Europe, 
Asia, and Australia. These locations are divided into regions and zones. You can choose where to locate 
your applications to meet your latency, availability and durability requirements. 

Google Cloud Locations 

Geography and Regions 

Google Cloud Global Network 

Products Available by Region 

● Americas 
● Europe 
● Asia Pacific 

Google Compute Engine Locations 

Google App Engine Locations 

Google Cloud Storage Bucket Locations 

Security Standards 

To help you with compliance and reporting, we share information, best practices, and easy access to 
documentation. Our products regularly undergo independent verification of security, privacy, and 
compliance controls, achieving certifications against global standards to earn your trust. We’re constantly 
working to expand our coverage. 

https://cloud.google.com/security/compliance/ 

ISO 27001 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is an independent, non-governmental 
international organization with a membership of 163 national standards bodies. 

The ISO/IEC 27000 family of standards helps organizations keep information assets secure. ISO/IEC 
27001 is a security standard that outlines and provides the requirements for an information security 
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management system (ISMS). It specifies a set of best practices and details a list of security controls 
concerning the management of information risks. 

While the 27001 standard does not mandate specific information security controls, the framework and 
checklist of controls it lays out allows Google to ensure a comprehensive and continually improving 
model for security management. 

Google Cloud Platform, our Common Infrastructure, and G Suite are certified as ISO 27001 compliant. 

For further information see : 

https://cloud.google.com/security/compliance/iso-27001/ 

NCSC UK Cloud Security Principles 

As your organization adopts more cloud services, it's essential to get a clear picture of how sensitive data 
will be protected. Many authorities, from government regulators, to industry standards bodies and 
consortia, have provided guidance on how to evaluate cloud security. Notably, the UK National Cyber 
Security Centre offers a framework built around 14 Cloud Security Principles, and we recently updated our 
response detailing how we address these principles for both Google Cloud Platform (GCP) and G Suite. 
Google Cloud customers in the UK public sector can use the response to assess the suitability of these 
Google Cloud products to host their data with sensitivity levels up to “OFFICIAL,” including “OFFICIAL 
SENSITIVE.” 

The UK National Cyber Security Centre was set up to improve the underlying security of the UK internet 
and to protect critical services from cyber attacks. Its 14 Cloud Security Principles are expansive and 
thorough, and include such important considerations as data in-transit protection, supply chain security, 
identity and authentication and secure use of the service. 

The 14 NCSC Cloud Security Principles allow service providers like Google Cloud to highlight the security 
benefits of our products and services in an easily consumable format. Our response provides details 
about how GCP and G Suite satisfy the recommendations built into each of the principles, and describes 
the specific best practices, services and certifications that help us address the goals of each 
recommendation. 

For further information see: 

https://www.blog.google/topics/google-cloud/addressing-uk-ncscs-cloud-security-principles/ 

http://services.google.com/fh/files/blogs/uk-cloud-security-principles-and-google-cloud-oct-2017.pdf 

Onboarding/Offboarding 

Documentation, training, worked examples, best practices, and a free usage tier are available to assist 
users with getting started on Google Cloud Platform. 
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Getting Started: https://cloud.google.com/getting-started/ 

Online Documentation: https://cloud.google.com/docs/ 

Training Sessions: https://cloud.google.com/training/ 

Google Developers Codelabs provide a guided, tutorial, hands-on coding experience: 

https://codelabs.developers.google.com/ 

Best practices: https://cloud.google.com/docs/enterprise/best-practices-for-enterprise-organizations 

Free tier available: https://cloud.google.com/free/ 

How to Lift-and-Shift a Line of Business Application onto Google Cloud Platform 

Google Cloud Platform allows customers to extract data from the platform using the standard tooling and 
APIs that are available on the platform.  

For further information on Data Deletion refer to our Data Processing and Security Terms.  

Service Administration 

Cloud Console 

Use the Cloud Platform Console to run your application on Google's infrastructure. You can provision, 
configure, and manage Google Cloud Platform products and Developer APIs. 

Manage and get insights into everything that powers your cloud application -- including web applications, 
data analysis, virtual machines, datastore, databases, networking, and developer services. Google Cloud 
Console helps you deploy, scale and diagnose production issues in a simple web based interface. Search 
to quickly find resources and connect to instances via SSH in the browser. Handle devops workflows on 
the go with powerful native iOS and Android applications. Master the most complex development tasks 
with Google Cloud Shell, your admin machine in the cloud. 

Cloud SDK 

The Cloud SDK is a set of tools for Cloud Platform. It contains gcloud, gsutil, and bq, which you can use to 
access Google Compute Engine, Google Cloud Storage, Google BigQuery, and other products and services 
from the command-line. You can run these tools interactively or in your automated scripts. 

Cloud APIs 

Access Google Cloud Platform products from your code. Cloud APIs provide similar functionality to Cloud 
SDK and Cloud Console, and allow you to automate your workflows by using your favorite language. Use 
these Cloud APIs with REST calls or client libraries in popular programming languages. 
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Service Levels and Service Credit 

Google Cloud Platform Service Level Agreements 
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